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Abstract
We have written several multi-user graphical editors in the RENDEZVOUS* system. In our approach to building
these editors, the applications are first written as single-user editors. When multiple users wish to share a drawing
surface, the drawing surfaces of their individual editors are attached using the Abstraction-Link-View (ALV)
architecture. RLinksS communicate the editing operations and and are designed to be invisible to the applications
they are attached to, allowing the interface for each user to be highly customized. Links can also attach editors to the
interface of a running application, allowing the interface to be edited as the application is being used.
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Introduction
We have written several multi-user drawing programs, and we describe here an architecture for building such
applications. Many multi-user drawing programs have been reported in the literature and are reviewed in [3,11]. The
design of these drawing programs differ in significant ways, especially with regard to multi-user characteristics. Our
goal has been to design an infrastructure which makes it easy for us to build multi-user drawing applications and
easily make modifications to explore the implications of various design alternatives.
This paper begins by discussing our architecture as it applies to building single-user drawing programs. Our
infrastructure provides color palettes, tool palettes, drawing surfaces, and a set of plug-in tools for creating and
manipulating structured graphics. These facilities are all provided as part of the RENDEZVOUS* system [5], a userinterface development system being designed at Bellcore.
A number of other applications have been developed in the RENDEZVOUS system, including a card table [13], an
Othello game, a user interface design application [8], and a tutoring system for teaching phone line installation. A
single-user drawing editor can be used as an interface editor of one of these applications by attaching it using
RlinksS. Links communicate the results of editing operations between the drawing editor and the application.
This same approach allows us to connect a drawing application of one user to the drawing application of another
user, resulting in a multi-user drawing application. Because links are separate from the applications, each of the
drawing editors can be authored independently. Links can provide various viewing transformations, so the interfaces
for each user can be highly customized.
Single-user Graphical Editors
In conventional graphical interfaces, several interaction techniques are common for allowing a user to edit a drawing
surface (we'll call it a "canvas"). The most common approach is for the user to select a tool from a tool palette, then
click and drag on the canvas to create an object such as a box or line.
Several other interaction techniques are common. The user can push a button or select a menu item to perform a
global canvas operation, such as clearing the canvas or saving and loading. The user can also select an object
(possibly using the selection tool) and then operate on the selection by dragging or resizing the selection rectangle or
by choosing a menu item that operates on the current selection. The user might also grab an object from a well.
The user can click on a well to get an object to drag onto the canvas. For instance, an image well provides a stack
of images from which you can pull off the top image and add it to the canvas (this could be useful for a deck of
cards). A color well allows you to drag a color chip, and by dropping it on an object, the object becomes that color.
All of these interaction techniques are available to various degrees in the RENDEZVOUS system.

As an example of a drawing program weUve built, the Conversation Board [2,3] is shown in Figure 1. The
Conversation Board can be used as either a single-user drawing program or a multi-user program. It is a structured
graphics editor that supports drawing with colored markers, text, and various geometric shapes, such as ovals, lines,
and rectangles. It includes telepointers and supports saving and loading drawings, importing images, cut and paste,
and undo. At the top-level, a drawing program like the Conversation Board consists of a canvas, a tool palette, a
color palette, a line style palette, and various other possible palettes and menu options.

Figure 1. The Conversation Board is a multi-user structured graphics editor designed for informal conversational
use.
Plug-in Tools
When the user chooses a tool, that tool is used for interpreting what action needs to be taken when the user clicks on
the canvas. The canvas acts as a dispatcher for mouse events. When the user clicks on the canvas, the canvas
forwards this event to the currently selected tool, informing the tool of where the mouse event occurred and what
object was clicked. The tool then performs its appropriate action.
The RENDEZVOUS language is written as an extension to the Common Lisp Object System (CLOS). CLOS
provides a flexible object-oriented programming system. To encapsulate the behavior of tools, we define a class
called Tool. Any subclass of Tool defines a method for handling mouse events forwarded from the canvas.
Whenever a Tool handles a mouse interaction, it registers itUs action with the UndoManager (an object associated
globally with an application), so that the last action performed can be undone or repeated. A Tool also specifies an
icon, a cursor, some explanatory text for providing the user with help information about the tool, and an optional
dialog for the user to edit the default parameters of the tool. In order for plug-in tools to be possible, the graphic
objects that they manipulate must be in a well-known structure and must have a standard set of properties (such as
size and color) that tools can access. The RENDEZVOUS system provides this functionality with a well-specified
declarative graphics system.
By incorporating all the functionality of a tool into a single class, it becomes possible to write a new tool without
modifying any other part of the application and to simply "plug" the tool into any RENDEZVOUS application that
uses tools. Currently we have over 40 standard tools defined, a few of which are in the tool palette of Figure 1.
This encapsulation of tools has made it easier to customize drawing applications quickly. Since graphic objects on
the canvas do not have to incorporate any editing behavior, the canvas serves as a generic editor of any graphic
elements. As a demonstration of this, the next section describes how a generic editor is used to edit user interfaces.
Graphics editors as Views
Once a graphical editor is written using the RENDEZVOUS toolkit, it can be linked to another application to edit
the interface to that application. For instance, suppose a user is playing a Tic-Tac-Toe game written in the
RENDEZVOUS system. A graphical editor can be started and attached with a set of links to the Tic-Tac-Toe game,
as shown in Figure 2. In the Abstraction-Link-View (ALV) paradigm described in [6], the Tic-Tac-Toe game serves
as the "abstract" data for which the graphics editor is the view. The links between the "abstraction" and view are

objects containing constraints that exist outside of both the abstraction and the view processes. Constraints define
relationships between objects [e.g. 9], so that when a value of one object gets updated, the constraint will
automatically update the value of corresponding objects. Constraints may be specified without making
modifications to any of the objects that they specify relations between. The RENDEZVOUS language provides
multi-way constraints integrated into the base language. Thus, no modifications had to be made to either the TicTac-Toe program or the graphics editor to make this linking possible.
Once linked, any modification made by either application is propagated to the other application, provided that a link
has been written for the kind of property that has changed. For instance, if the drawing editor changes the color of a
circle to red, the color of the circle in the Tic-Tac-Toe application changes to red. If the Tic-Tac-Toe player places an
X into a cell, that X gets created in the drawing editor. Note that the Tic-Tac-Toe player can continue playing even
while the application is being edited!

Figure 2. A Tic-Tac-Toe program on the left is linked to the canvas portion of a drawing editor on the right. Using
the editor, the user has colored the central cell and added some decoration on the sides and the title text RTic-tactoeS. The diagram shows the simplified structure of each view, and the top-level objects that get linked.
There are two major types of links involved here. The most common type simply links properties, such as color or
position, of an object in the view with an object in the abstraction. This is implemented with a straightforward
equality constraint. Below is an example of such a link. This is a definition of a link called TypicalGraphicLink
which contains constraints to maintain the color, line style, position, and size between an object in the abstraction
and an object in the view.

(defClass TypicalGraphicLink (Link)
(:add-dependencies
(link= borderColor fillColor
lineStyle lineWidth
x y deltaX deltaY)))
A more sophisticated type of link is the TreeMaintenance link. This maintains the structure of a tree between a view
and the abstraction. In the RENDEZVOUS system, all user views are modeled as trees of graphical objects, as in
the diagram of Figure 2. The window is the object at the root of the tree. In a drawing program, the canvas is the
parent of the objects that are being drawn. In Tic-Tac-Toe, the board is a parent of the cells in which the X and O
get drawn. A TreeMaintenance link is attached to a tree node in the view and a tree node in the abstraction. It
maintains consistency between the lists of children for the two tree nodes by creating and deleting objects in the lists
of children. For the board object in Tic-Tac-Toe, the TreeMaintenance link creates a rectangle object in the graphics
editor. It also creates a new link between the board and the rectangle that maintains their position, size, and color.
This link must also be a TreeMaintenance link in order to recursively maintain the list of children of the board.
A TreeMaintenance link must work in two directions Q when an object gets created or deleted in either the view or
abstraction, the corresponding object must be created in the abstraction or view, respectively. A list of maintenance
entries indicates what kind of object to create and what kind of link to build. For shared drawing, the standard
TreeMaintenance link maps a rectangle to a rectangle, an oval to an oval, and so on, using a standard link for
graphics. The Tic-Tac-Toe board (an instance of class TTTBoard) gets mapped to a rectangle because TTTBoard is a
subclass of Rectangle.
An example definition of a TreeMaintenance link is shown below. This maintains rectangles in the view and
abstraction. It contains a single maintenance entry which states that rectangles map to rectangles, and when
rectangles gets created, the link that should be installed between the corresponding view and abstraction rectangles
should be the TypicalGraphicLink that we defined earlier.
(defClass RectangleMaintenanceLink
(TreeMaintenance Link)
(:maintenance-list
(list
(make-maintenanceEntry
:abstractionType TRectangle
:viewType TRectangle
:linkType TTypicalGraphicLink)
)))
Other types of TreeMaintenance links are possible. For instance, Figure 3 shows a view used for debugging that
maps any abstraction object to a rectangle labeled with the name of the object, and which lays out the children of the
object inside of it, resulting in a view of the hierarchical structure of the application. Though this debugger looks
nothing like a drawing program, we were able to reuse many of the tools built for manipulating graphics to allow us
to query and set properties of the objects viewed in the debugger. This capability of multiple different views onto a
single application is similar in spirit to that of Avrahami et al [1]. Their FormsVBT system provides a text and a
graphics view of a dialog editor, as well as an operating view of the resulting dialog. The Abstraction-Link-View
architecture is not restricted to dialogs, but also allows editors to be attached to highly dynamic and interactive
applications.

Figure 3. This is a debugger that shows a hierarchical view of the objects of any application it is linked to, using
embedded boxes. This one is linked to the Tic-Tac-Toe program.
Multiple Users
To implement two-user drawing, two canvasses are linked with the standard graphical TreeMaintenance link. Links
were originally designed for connecting abstraction processes to view processes, but they work equally well for peerto-peer linking. When two canvasses are linked, any modification one user makes is immediately reflected in the
view of the other user.
In order to have more than two users, more graphics editors can be linked to views in the existing session, and the
links will maintain consistency between them all. For convenience, we generally designate one of the editors as the
central shared abstraction, and link the view of each user directly to the central abstraction.
Customized views
Since the drawing application of each user is only linked at the level of the canvas, it is possible to design very
different interfaces for each user, while they each edit the same drawing. In Figure 4 we show an example of this.
Each of these views was developed as an independent drawing program. The Conversation Board was described
earlier. SimpleDraw was an application written to provide minimal drawing functionality so that it would be as
simple as possible. NomadicDraw was a drawing program designed to be used on existing portable computers using
wireless networks. These applications differ in the set of tools they offer, the interface for accessing tools, and
various other drawing options.

Figure 4. These 3 different graphics editors Q SimpleDraw (top), NomadicDraw (middle), and the Conversation
Board (bottom) Q have their canvasses linked to the same abstraction.
Our multi-user architecture has several important advantages over others (e.g. GroupDraw [4], WScrawl [14], and
Ensemble[10]). For instance, DistEdit [7] is a system for building shared text editors that also allows the editors to
be authored independently. However, DistEdit does not allow users to edit the text simultaneously and requires that
each editor be modified to make explicit calls to the DistEdit routines. In our approach, customized interfaces which
share a drawing surface can easily be authored independently, the users can interact with the application
simultaneously and without any sort of locking mechanism, and the programmer can author the editing application
independent of the communication, which we embed in the links.
Impact of multiple users on the design of tools
Now that we can build a multi-user graphical editor, it is important to go back and look at what impact this has on
the development of our architecture for single-user editing. For almost all the functionality defined, multiple users
do not affect the way in which the single-user application is implemented since links act as the sharing mechanism,
and the links are not embedded in the applications. However, some of the tools have to be written carefully. For
instance, what happens when one user resizes an object while another one drags it or even deletes it? We could

easily lock an object so that others can't access it while one person is making modifications. Instead, our default
tools simply try to do their own actions, while verifying that those actions are still valid. Thus, a tool for resizing
could be verifying that the object still exists before it tries to change the size of the object. In this case, we can
actually change the size attribute of an object even after it has been "deleted". Deletion merely removes an object
from our graphical tree, but the storage for this object isn't actually reclaimed until all pointers to the object are
removed. Therefore, most manipulations remain valid.
Multi-user undo
The implementation of undo is also affected by multiple users. Even in implementing a mechanism for undoing
only the last action in the view that performed the action, all the problems of multi-user undo appear. For example,
suppose user A drags an object across the canvas. To undo this, the application only needs to move the object back
to its original position. However, suppose that user B then deletes the object. Now if user A tries to undo the
action of dragging, either the object should be undeleted and moved back or the object should just be left deleted. In
either case, undo must be able to handle changes that wouldn't have occurred in the single-user case. In fact, since
user B can make any number of changes before user A chooses to undo, the implementation of undo must be robust
with respect to an arbitrary number of intervening operations. Thus, as each tool implements the method for
undoing its actions, it must check carefully that all state that is necessary to undo the action is still valid, and if not,
then act appropriately. This may mean that the action cannot be undone. In practice, this isnUt a problem for the
user since it is rare that an action can no longer be undone, and in the case where an action can't be undone, the user
rarely has the impression that the action should still be undoable.
Multi-user undo has also been described by Prakash and Knister [12] as applied to shared text editors. The issues
they discuss are similar to the experiences weUve had. Our implementation differs from theirs in where conflicts are
detected and resolved. The situation described above, where user B deleted an object that user A dragged, is one
example conflict. When user A wants to undo the dragging operation, the deletion operation might also need to be
undone.
In their approach, this conflict is detected globally by an algorithm that compares all succeeding operations to
determine if they conflict. A conflict between dragging and deleting is potentially resolvable by providing the user
the option of first undoing the deletion operation.
In our approach, the conflict is detected locally, by the Tool that originally performed the dragging operation (the
DragTool). When the Drag Tool is told to undo an action, rather than checking the list of operations that have come
after it for potential conflicts, it merely checks that the appropriate state is still valid. That is, the DragTool
confirms that the object that was dragged still exists before it moves it back into position. This approach is more
efficient than comparing all succeeding operations, since only one property of the current state needs to be tested,
whereas an arbitrary number of operations could have followed. Note that both approaches require the programmer to
anticipate all potential conflicts between two operations.
Multi-user interface editing of multi-user applications
Since multiple views can be attached to the same abstraction, this paradigm can be extended to allow multiple users
to edit a multi-user application. In Figure 5, a two-user Tic-Tac-Toe game consists of a Tic-Tac-Toe abstraction and
two views. Each of these views can have multiple drawing editors attached to them, allowing multiple users to be
modifying the application simultaneously, even as the two users are playing a game of Tic-Tac-Toe.
While this is a first step in designing a multi-user interface builder, some difficulties remain. Attaching a generic
drawing editor to a user interface allows a programmer or designer to manipulate the graphic components of the
interface by repositioning or resizing them or to add other graphics which have no behavior, such as static text or
freehand sketches. To add components which have behavior, the drawing tool needs to be extended to support objects
with behavior, such as buttons and menus.
Also, in a multi-user application, it is often not sufficient to be editing only a single view. In the example of
Figure 5, modifications to a Tic-Tac-Toe view are not shared with the other Tic-Tac-Toe view unless the appropriate
types of objects are linked through the links defined in the Tic-Tac-Toe application. If the developer of the Tic-TacToe application did not anticipate a certain class of objects being created (such as menus), then an appropriate link to
create menus in other views is not likely to exist. In addition, the interface developer may want to have an object
appear in different ways for different views (a table of numbers in one view might be displayed as a bar chart in
another view). This requires that the interface developer of a multi-user application also have a means of editing the

links between the views and editing the objects that appear in the abstraction.

Figure 5. Multi-user editing of a multi-user Tic-Tac-Toe application. The X Player and O Player are the actual
players of the game. The bottom row shows a set of editors and a debugger of these running applications.
Other multi-user policies
SimpleDraw, NomadicDraw, and the Conversation Board all implement a shared canvas where users can all
manipulate the objects simultaneously. For example, while one user is resizing an object, another can change its
color, or even drag it. We have built a few other drawing editors based on this architecture that implement different
multi-user policies.
Several types of floor-control policies have been implemented, including token-passing and locks that time out. For
example, a token-passing version of SimpleDraw (Figure 6) allows only one user to draw at a time. When a user
has the token, drawing is possible. Other users can request the token, and acquire it when the user who possesses it
decides to release it.

Figure 6. A token-passing version of SimpleDraw allows only one user to draw at a time. The Lock button is
pushed to acquire the token. This user has the token, so the interface indicates that the Lock is Set.

CanvasTalk (Figure 7) is similar in spirit to the UNIX* 'talk' program, except that instead of typing, the users draw.
Any number of users can join a session and each user has a personal canvas (in white) to drawn on. Each user sees
the canvasses of the other users (in grey), but cannot edit them. A user can drag a copy of a sketch on another
userUs canvas onto the personal canvas.

Figure 7. CanvasTalk gives each user a personal canvas to edit, and allows the user to view, but not modify, the
canvasses of other users.
Conclusion
We have designed an architecture for building multi-user graphics editors, which serves as the foundation for the
applications SimpleDraw, NomadicDraw, the Conversation Board, a simple debugger, several floor-control variations
of SimpleDraw, and CanvasTalk. These programs were made possible by an architecture with the following
characteristics:
3% A large variety of plug-in tools can be made available to an application, not just to create graphics, but also to
modify and manipulate structured graphics. This allows the editing of arbitrary graphic elements in the system,
since the graphic elements do not have to handle user input.
3% The links between different views of a shared canvas are invisible to the applications they link, so the editors can
be written independently of the communication between them.
3% Multi-user editors can easily have a high degree of customization for the individual users.
3% Multi-user editing can be done on the interfaces to other applications, allowing those interfaces to be edited even
as the applications are running and being used. This is particularly useful in interface design and debugging.
Potentially this approach could lead to a standard for interoperability between shared graphics editors that would
allow users to purchase different applications, but still be able to draw together.
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